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SENATE No. 1060

Executive Department,
State House, Boston, March 9, 1967.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

Although Massachusetts is often considered to be a somewhat
typical Northeast industrial state, it is nevertheless true that we
enjoy a diversity of industries here not least of which are our
agricultural enterprises.

Dairy farming is a leader in this area: There are more than
1,500 commercial milk producers in the Commonwealth, furnishing
almost half the fresh milk needs of our people, and accounting
for nearly $5O million in annual state income. In addition, there
are various dairy - related industries such as feed, fertilizer,
transportation, and others which also make a contribution to
the state’s economy.

Though there has been some decrease since 1962 in the number
of dairy farms operating in the Commonwealth, the general health
of the industry in the last few years has been good.

Quite recently, however, as a result of court action initiated by
dairy farmers in a neighboring state, the Federal Government has
been ordered to suspend dealers’ payments of allotted funds to
Massachusetts producers. These funds, called “nearby” payments
and currently amounting to more than $190,000 a month, have
been paid to the dairy industry here for over thirty years and
have quite naturally come to be integrated in the industry’s pattern
of operations.

Now suddenly, the payment of these allotments has been stopped
and our dairy farmers face a crisis situation. It is obvious that
whatever adversely affects our dairy industry may also be po-
tentially harmful to the Massachusetts consumer of milk and dairy
products.
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I therefore recommend urgent action to establish a commission
to study and investigate the immediate and long-term consequences
of this recent court action on the welfare of the Massachusetts
dairy industry and on the cost and available supply of fresh milk
to the consuming public.

I respectfully request that Your Honorable Bodies grant your
prompt consideration and approval to the provisions of the attached
resolve.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN A. VOLPE,
Governor, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Seven.

Resolve providing for an investigation and study by a special

RECESS COMMISSION RELATIVE TO DIFFERENTIAL PAYMENTS TO
MASSACHUSETTS MILK PRODUCERS.

1 Resolved, That a special commission to consist of two (2)
2 Senators and three (3) members of the House of Representa-
-3 fives, the Commissioner of Agriculture or his designee, the
4 Attorney General or his designee, the Chairman of Consumer
5 Council or his designee and three (3) to be appointed by the
6 Governor, one of whom shall be a representative of a dairy
7 farmers cooperative, is hereby established to investigate and
8 study the effect of the possible loss of “nearby” differential
9 payments to Massachusetts milk producers and their ability

10 to provide adequate supplies of fresh milk for the consumers
11 of Massachusetts.
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